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Extreme-scale Machine Learning for Inverse Problems
Background

• Long term goal: develop and deploy ML-driven solutions of large-scale inverse problems that are

directly relevant to DOE-related science and technology

• Given a set of observations, inverse problems seek to determine the parameters that produced

those observations.

• Inverse problems arise in numerous DOE-related scientific application domains, e.g.,
– Fusion physics: given plasma equilibrium profiles in tokamaks/stellarators, determine device diagnostics.
– Microscopy: various kinds of microscopy -- electron, scanning tunneling, transmission electron and others;

given a microscopy image, determine the material properties that produced the observed image.

– X-Ray crystallography: determine structure of target from diffraction patterns produced by it upon

bombardment by incident X-ray beam.

– Additive manufacturing: determining thermal parameters from target solidification microstructures in powder-

bed metal additive manufacturing.

• Short term goal: Develop extreme-scale ML framework to solve the inverse problem of material

structure determination from neutron scattering experiments.

•
•
•
•

Diffraction
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ExaLearn Approach
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Predicting Material Structure from Neutron Scattering Data
Problem Definition
Use ML methods to solve the inverse problem of predicting material
structures from neutron diffraction patterns called Bragg profiles.

Problem Scope
•

The problem lends itself as a rich template that can be generalized to
other problem domains.

•

Access to experimental data (NOMAD) for model validation studies.

•

Initial target material is a perovskite called barium titanate (BaTiO3).

•

Effort expected to be immediately impactful to a very large
international user base at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS).

Current Loop Refinement Method
Expensive
Forward
Simulation

Inferences are time-consuming, less accurate
and model-driven

Proposed ExaLearn Method

Nanoscale-Ordered Materials Diffractometer (NOMAD)

Once trained, predictions are fast, more
accurate and data-driven
Perovskite solar cells: https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Number-of-publications-resulting-from-the-search-of-perovskite-solar-cell-on-Web-of_fig3_317569861
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Crystal Structure

Bravais Lattice: Cell Lengths and Angles
There are seven
crystallographic
classes in all

No. of parameters
vary depending on
the symmetry class.

http://www.xtal.iqfr.csic.es/Cristalografia/
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ExaLearn ML Pipeline
ExaLearn Pipeline for Material Structure Determination from Neutron Scattering Data
Instrument
Information
Bragg Profile

There are seven
crystallographic
classes in all

Predict Symmetry
of Structure
(Trained ExaLearn
Classifier)

Symmetry

Predict Internal
Parameters of
Structure
(Trained ExaLearn
Regressor)

•
•
•
•

Lattice lengths
Lattice angles
Thermal parameters
…

No. of parameters
vary depending on
the symmetry class.
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Training Data
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Neutron Scattering Data

Peak height (Debye-Waller Factor)

Bragg Profiles

Peak locations depend on crystallographic class
Cubic:

Tetragonal:

Hexagonal:

Trigonal:
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Labelled Training Data Generation

Instrument
Parameters
Crystallographic
Information

GSAS II

Cell Parameters

Each point in the grid is a
distinct tuple of parameters
to specify a simulation
MPI Distribution: partition the parameter
grid between available ranks
Symmetry

Cubic

Samples

Size

Time (hrs.)

Ranks

3,000

0.13 GB

0.3

48

Trigonal

579,000

25.0 GB

96.0

48

Tetragonal

998,584

42.0 GB

122.0

48

2807 2-tuples (𝒚, 𝑰(𝒚))

This is a very general distribution model. The
GSAS invocation can be replaced with any other
python simulation package to generate data for
training different machine learning models

The Generalized Structure
Analysis System (GSAS) is
used to simulate neutron
powder diffraction per each
parameter tuple
Each simulation proceeds independently
until the full parameter grid is swept
https://subversion.xray.aps.anl.gov/trac/pyGSAS
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Experimental Data (BaTiO3)
Experimental
diffraction patterns to
validate our models

Example of
background fitted
with Chebyshev
polynomial of
degree 12

Symmetries
Trigonal: 1 sample
Tetragonal: 8 samples
Cubic: 6 sample

Cubic samples

Cubic symmetry
subset after
removing fitted
background and
matching xcoordinates
between simulation
and experiment
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Baseline Classification and Regression Models
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Initial Data Exploration
Cubic

Tetragonal

Trigonal
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Initial Data Exploration
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Baseline Classification

Predicting Crystallographic Symmetries
Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a means of
visualizing the level of similarity of individual classes
in a dataset. MDS is used to translate "information
about the pairwise 'distances' among a set of n
objects or individuals" into a configuration of n points
mapped into an abstract Cartesian space [1].
Multidimensional scaling applied to 10k randomly
chosen examples illustrates that simple distancebased approaches (like k-nearest neighbors) will
succeed partially.
• Cubic, tetragonal and trigonal are wellseparated.
• Monoclinic and triclinic are not wellseparated.
• Potentially unreliable in classifying all seven
crystallographic symmetry classes.
[1] Mead, A (1992). "Review of the Development of Multidimensional Scaling Methods". Journal of the Royal Statistical Society. Series D
(The Statistician). 41 (1): 27–39.
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Baseline Regression

Predicting Cell Lengths and Angles
• Five shallow baseline regression models were trained
on the simulated data sets, namely:
• Unconstrained Least Squares (ULS)
• Non-Negative Least Squares (NNLS)
• Multi-Label Regressor with Gradient Boosted
Trees (MLR)
• Support Vector Machine – Regression (SVM-R)
• Random Forests (RF) – best results.

Metrics
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Non-Negative Least Squares on Simulated Data
Class

MSE

R^2

Trigonal

5.44×100 ± 3.71

−0.117
± 3.96 ×108E

Tetragonal

8.16 ± 1 ×1080

−96.85 ± 0.17

4.13×108E
± 2.04 ×108E

0.9943
± 2.91 ×108E

Cubic
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Baseline – Random Forest Regression (RFR)
Figures correspond to
diffraction pattern of
experimental vs. RFR
predicted values for
best matched cubic and
tetragonal samples and
trigonal sample. Timeof-Flight (ToF) in μs vs.
Intensity, I(ToF).

- A random forest regression model is trained for each of the symmetry classes for which
experimental data was available
* Cubic - random trees: 100, max depth: 10, min samples per leaf: 30
* Tetragonal and trigonal - random trees: 200, max depth: 15, min samples per leaf: 30
- Cubic yields visually good results (MSE=6.80×10−3 ± 1.94 × 10−3).
- Tetragonal yields slightly mismatched peaks (MSE=6.35×10−3 ± 1.32 × 10−3).
- Trigonal yields appreciable mismatches in peak position and intensity
(MSE=6.77×10−3).
- The RFR generates large dispersion in the predicted parameters (e.g. the cubic
predicted parameters for the 6 experimental samples range is [3.8617, 4.1911]).
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Deep Models
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1D-Convolutional Neural Network for Classification
• 1D Convolution (16 learned filters,

kernel width=3, stride=1)
• 1D Max Pooling (kernel width=2,

stride=2)

• 1D Convolution (32 learned filters,

kernel width=4, stride=2)
• 1D Max Pooling (kernel width=2,

stride=2)

• Fully Connected (256 hidden

neurons, w/ReLU activation)

• Fully Connected (5 output

neurons, w/Softmax)
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Convolutional Neural Network for Regression
-

Convolutional neural networks are used to exploit
the spatial structure of the diffraction patterns (i.e.
position and intensity of peaks are important
features).

-

A convolutional autoencoder with ReLU activations
is trained:

Input pattern

– Encoder layers: 16 filters size 13, max pooling

size 4, 4 filters size 9, max pooling size 4. Latent
representation dimension: 172.

Latent Representation

– Decoder layers: symmetrical.
-

-

To predict the lattice parameter, the latent
representation is used as input to a regression
model: dense layer size 20, dense layer size 1,
ReLU activations.
Results shown for cubic symmetry, training 80% of
data.

Reconstruction

Lattice parameter
prediction over test
synthetic data
MSE: 1.84 ×10−4
R2:
0.9997
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Convolutional Neural Network for Regression
Figures correspond to
diffraction pattern of
experimental vs. CNN
predicted values for
the six cubic
experimental samples.

Predictions are more
consistent with
experimental data.

Prediction range for
cubic parameter is
[4.01, 4.06] as against
[3.8, 4.2] using
random forest models.
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• Long term impacts on I(Q)
• Learning patterns and relation for different TOF and I(Q)

values with multiple neurons

Training Data

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)

RNN architecture
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Deep Networks and FLOPS
RNN architecture

Notation

ht+1

ht
Wh

Wx

ht-1

xt
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ht
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Wx
xT

Description

𝑥J ∈ ℝ0MN
ℎJ ∈ ℝ)0P

Training sample

𝑊R ∈ ℝ)0P×)0P

Weight for hidden features

𝑊S ∈ ℝ0MN×)0P

Weight for training

𝑇

Total sequences in one training
sample (2551)

Number of hidden features

NVProf
– For a batch of 24 samples, RNN takes 2.19E+10 single precision FLoating Point operations (FLOPS) where

90% of flops is on GEMM during forward and backward calculations.
– Training a triclinic dataset with 400 million samples for 100 epochs translates to 3.65003E+17 (0.4
exaflops).
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Conclusions

Learning to Predict Material Structure from Neutron Scattering Data, Workshop on Big Data,
Tools and Methods (BTSD), IEEE Big Data 2019, Los Angeles, Dec 9-12, 2019.

Input
Information

Parallel Distributed
Surrogate Simulations

• Instrument
specifications
• Inter-ionic spacings
• Bond angles
• Thermal parameters
• …..

Labeled Samples
(Bragg Profiles)

Training Data Generation

<X1,y1>
<X2,y2>
….
<Xi,yi>
….
<Xn,yn>

GSAS
Diffraction
GSAS
Simulation
Diffraction
GSAS
Simulation
Diffraction
GSAS
Simulation
Diffraction

Simulation

Bragg profile

Data Size

Time Taken
(in hr)

No. of Cores

Cubic

125,000

120

2

Monoclinic

297,910

32

24

Triclinic

804,357

10

48

Tetragonal

998,584

96

48

Class Label

Parameters

Generation of Large-scale Training Data
Initial Evaluation of Regressors

Initial Design of Classifier
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1D-Convolution (16 kernels, width 3)
1D-Max Pooling (kernel width 2)
1D-Convolution (32 kernels, width 4)
1D-Max Pooling (kernel width 2)
Fully Connected Layer (256 hidden neurons)
ReLU (non-linear activation)
Fully Connected Layer (3 output neurons, one for each class)
Softmax (probability distribution over the 3 classes).

Labelled data generation for the full problem space
and training deeper networks will require extreme
scale compute time and resources – next steps!

•
•
•
•
•

Unconstrained Least Squares
Non-Negative Least Squares
Multi-Label Regressor with Gradient Boosted Trees
Support Vector Machine – Regression
Random Forests
Best performance
(about 90% accuracy
with cubic symmetry)
Models were tested against
annotated experimental data from
the NOMAD diffractometer in SNS
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Next Steps
TASK

TODAY

TOMORROW

Training Data Generation

Labelled examples of three crystallographic
symmetry classes generated; partial
parameter space sampled.

Generate labelled examples of seven
crystallographic symmetry classes; sample
complete parameter space.

Classifier Development

Classifies three of seven symmetry
classes.

Improve classifier to classify seven
symmetry classes.

Regressor Development

Shallow models with about 90% prediction
accuracy.

Deep learning models with greater than 90%
prediction accuracy.

Instrument Dependence

Models are currently diffractometer specific
(NOMAD, SNS).

Instrument-agnostic models (transfer
learning).

Domain Dependence

End-to-end ML pipeline is neutron
scattering specific.

Generalize ML pipeline to include other
domains.

The pipeline will be generalized to include
inverse problems in other domains, for
example:
§ Predictions of plasma equilibria
configurations in tokamaks and
stellarators based on measured
diagnostics.
§ Structure prediction from X-ray
crystallography data.

Estimated
training data size
to sample
complete
parameter space
~ 4×108 labelled
samples.
Data generation
and training
deep ML models
will require
extreme-scale
resources.

Partnership with ExaAM
The ExaLearn ML pipeline for inverse problems will be used
to predict the local thermal conditions that achieve the
target solidification microstructure in powder-bed based
metal additive manufacturing processes.
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